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Abstract. In this paper the problem of measuring factor importance on patient
length of stay in an emergency department is discussed. Historical dataset contains
average patient length of stay per day. Factors are agreed with domain expert. The
task is to provide factors’ impact measure on specific day that does not belong to
the historical dataset (new observation) and average length of stay for that day is
higher than specified threshold. Observations are represented as multidimensional
numeric vectors. Each dimension represents factor. The basic idea consists of iden-
tifying appropriate neighbourhood and measure distances between the new obser-
vation and its neighbourhood in the historical dataset with respect to each factor.
Impact measure of a factor is derived from the Error Sum of Squares. Factor im-
pact is proportional to distance between the observation and its neighbourhood with
respect to the dimension representing that factor. Nearest neighbour and clustering
methods for neighbourhood determination are considered.
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1. Introduction

In this paper the problem of explaining patient length of stay (LOS) elevation in an emer-
gency department is discussed. In the rest of the paper the length of stay explanation
problem is referred to as LOSEP.

The task is to identify the most significant factors and objectively measure their impact
on patient length of stay. Historical dataset is available. It contains average patient length
of stay per day along with a set of features - factors. User is interested in investigating new
observations - dates that do not belong to the historical dataset and for which registered
average length of stay is higher than a threshold σ. The aim is to identify which factors
are the most significant in contributing to longer patient stay in an emergency department,
providing the leadership to improve concrete aspects in the organization.

More precisely, let the historical dataset H is given. It contains average length of
stay per day along with available features - factors. Features are representing organi-
zational or other aspects that potentially can cause longer patient stay than it is de-
sired or expected. Available features are referred to as factors in the rest of the paper.
Every record from H is represented with multidimensional numeric vector of the fol-
lowing form (factor1, factor2, ..., factorn, LOS). Let q /∈ H represents object q =
((factor1(q), factor2(q), ..., factorn(q), LOS(q)) such that LOS(q) > σ. In the rest
of the paper objects like q are referred to as new observations. The task is to create a
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methodology to objectively estimate impact of each factor on the length of stay augmen-
tation registered on the new observation q. Factors can be sorted with respect to the esti-
mated impacts. Such ordering determines the most significant factors causing the situation
LOS(q) > σ.

Length of stay is considered as one of the most important indicators for any hospital
department efficiency. The compulsion is to keep length of stay below some value. Such
value is not simply average or median, but it is estimated by specific methodology. In
large hospitals it is challenging for management to manually analyse every organizational
aspect that can affect length of stay. The results of such analysis should assist leaders of
hospitals and its staff in understanding what is happening on daily basis and what actions
should be taken.

The LOSEP problem is different from problems of length of stay prediction and deter-
mining factors influencing patient length of stay where the overall impact of the contribut-
ing factors is derived from correlations existing in the training dataset. Such approaches
usually create model based on available dataset and use the model to estimate the impact
of each factor to the target variable - length of stay in this case. Such estimation is ”static”
meaning that for every new observation the model will produce the same factor ranking
without considering any specificities related to concrete object. For example, the model
can detect the highest importance of the number of emergency department visits based on
the training dataset. So, for any new observation representing days when average length
of stay is higher than σ the answer will be the same: length of stay is elevated due to
higher number of visits. Of course, length of stay can be high because number of visits
is elevated, but only this factor may not be an issue especially if the patients were of low
triage level. Investigating the number of the sickest patients can indicate that this factor is
also of significant importance.

The method presented in this paper is able to independently analyse every new obser-
vation and provide factors ranking related to specificities of the considered observation. In
general, it is possible to obtain different explanations and factors ranking for each new ob-
servation. In such manner the solution can cover dynamical aspects of hospital behaviour
meaning that on different days different aspects can be of different importance.

The motivation for this study originates from the challenges in designing and imple-
menting system devoted to hospital management in American healthcare system. In the
case study that is exposed in the fifth section an emergency department is considered.
Data about average length of stay - AVG LENGTH OF STAY per day expressed in hours
is stored in historical dataset. Factors of interest are defined as follows: number of visits
- ED VISITS, number of ambulance visits - AMBULANCE VISITS, average triage level -
AVG TRIAGE LEVEL, number of patients with triage level 1 and 2 (most sick patients)
- TRIAGE LEVEL 1 2 COUNT and diversion hours - DIVERSION HOURS. Granularity
of the historical dataset is on a day level.

The proposed solution consists of two components. The first component is to find
appropriate neighbourhood of a new observation. Nearest neighbour and clustering meth-
ods for neighbourhood determination are considered. With the nearest neighbour method
the algorithm finds k closest objects from historical dataset to construct neighbouring
cluster. In clustering method observations from the historical dataset are clustered in pre-
processing step and the cluster with the closest centroid to a new observation is considered
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as neighbouring cluster. Standard Euclidean distance is used to determine the distance be-
tween objects.

The second component of the solution is for objective impact estimation of each factor.
The proposed procedure calculates increment to the Error Sum of Squares if the new
observation was added to the neighbouring cluster and distributes the increment value
among factors proportionally.

The paper is decomposed into several sections as follows. The next section is devoted
to a number of studies available in the literature, where we try to compare with and sig-
nify our contribution. Section 3 presents a motivating example for this research study.
Two procedures for a new observation explanation are exposed in the third section. The
same section introduces the function for objective impact measurement of each factor.
The applicability of the proposed method is demonstrated in section 5 on the case study
related to an emergency department. The last section contains concluding remarks and
possible extensions to the proposed method.

2. Related work

There is a huge amount of scientific papers dealing with computer applications in medical
research. For example, results from almost 300 papers appeared in numerous journals
and conferences between 1999 and 2013 were presented in [12]. Specifically, analysis of
healthcare services quality occupies significant effort in research community. Length of
stay is considered as the most important indicator for any department efficiency, especially
from the patient’s perspective.

Many studies with objective to predict length of stay and identify and quantify impact
of different factors were presented. Number of examined factors is huge and some of them
were even more carefully interpreted regrading department specificity.

In [2] authors provide detailed review of length of stay applications and methods to
calculate and predict length of stay. Authors classified algorithms into four categories:
arithmetic methods, statistical methods, data-driven approaches and multi-stage models.

Arithmetic methods are the simplest. They assume that length of stay is normally
distributed [2] and usually calculate average length of stay or median [7]. These measures
can be misleading [26] because typically length of stay has an exponential distribution
[2].

Statistical methods can be categorized into two subgroups [2]: survival analysis and
regression analysis.

Survival analysis [11] uses length of stay as surrogate to estimate the impact of patient
data on survival time.

Regression analysis can be considered as a statistical method that identifies factors
which possibly predict length of stay. There is a huge number of analysed factors, internal
and external, including organizational factors (patient arrival time, physicians and nurse
characteristics, physicians and nurse shift changes, admission to specific hospital wards,
laboratory performance, imaging, consultation, etc.), demographic data (age, gender, mar-
tial status, occupation, place of residence, etc.), information related to hospitalization (di-
agnosis related group - DRG, specialty of physician, history of admission to hospital,
triage acuity level, type of admission, type of treatment, patient condition, method of pay-
ment for hospital costs) [8], [1], [21], [9], [20], [4]. Within this type, among others, linear
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regression and logistic regression and regression trees are found [32], [23], [10]. Percent
of length of stay variation that could be explained with this approach vary from about
35% to almost 70%. As it is known from the literature and stated in some of these stud-
ies, for regression analysis there are several assumptions that must be satisfied: linearity,
normality, homoscedasticity, data must not show multicollinearity, etc. [29].

In [18] authors claim that models based on regression analysis are heavily dependant
on available data and even minor change in the data can generate completely different
models from which different patterns or rules are extracted. Authors propose the pro-
cedure to create diverse regression models through re-sampling of the training data and
achieve more stable and accurate models. Other examples of combining and averaging
models to reduce prediction error include bagging [5], boosting [13] and random forest
[31].

Data driven approaches usually refer to data mining techniques that are used to predict
length of stay above or bellow a certain threshold that is for example specific for diagnosis
related groups. Authors in [6] apply classification techniques to categorize length of stay
in intensive care unit with respect to recommended seven-day norm; authors in [27] try
to predict length of stay for post-coronary patients longer than 120 days; authors in [14]
consider patients suffering from burns and create a model to predict whether their length
of stay will be less than one-week; authors in [19] present research devoted to appendec-
tomy patients and develop a model that recognizes those patients whose length of stay will
exceed recommended five-day period. Authors in [28] apart from, testing several classi-
fication algorithms, reported results about finding the most significant input variables to
predict the target variable - length of stay. Among thirty six input variables, the most sig-
nificant variables affecting length of stay according to generated classification model were
drug categories, co-morbidity (that is the presence of one or more diagnosis co-occurring
with the primary disease), gender (men had longer length of stay than women) and age
(patient younger than 50 years and older than 80 years had longer length of stay).

Interesting approach is presented in [3]. Authors categorized length of stay into three
groups as short, medium and long. Training dataset is constructed by clustering simi-
lar claims after which classification is performed using ten different classifiers. For each
classifier, using clustering as a preprocessing step gives better accuracy as compared to
non-clustering based training dataset.

Wide variety of classification algorithms were applied in previously mentioned stud-
ies: decision trees, support vector machines - SVM, artificial neural networks - ANN,
Naive Bayesian classifier etc. According to [30], decision tree implementation C4.5 is a
classifier that has the best combination in terms of error rate and speed. Authors in [33]
found that decision tree R-C4.5s (successor of C4.5) algorithm creates more robust and
smaller trees. In [22] authors reported that Naive Bayesian classifier is robust to missing
data.

Clustering can be considered as data driven approach, too. In [16], [15] clustering is
used to create clinically meaningful groups with respect to length of stay and covariates:
gender, age, primary diagnosis, etc.

Multi-stage models are based on modelling patient flow in hospital with Markov and
semi-Markov chains. Length of stay is considered as an array of successive stages which
the patients go through until they leave the hospital completely. It is possible to include
additional variables that may influence patient length of stay as it is suggested in [25],
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[24], [17]. The final model represents length of stay based on five of the most impor-
tant variables, namely age, gender, admission method, Barthel grade and destination on
departure from hospital.

As it is stated in the introductory section, all studies treat length of stay and its in-
fluencing factors statically in terms of that discovered correlations are interpreted as uni-
versal truth. For example, factor X predicts Y% of the length of stay augmentation. It is
not possible to give different explanation for length of stay prolongation on two different
observations.

In this study we do not predict length of stay neither do we use training dataset to de-
velop a model from which the most significant factors are detected. The LOSEP problem
discussed in this paper consists of defining procedure that is able to objectively estimate
impact of available factors on length of stay elevation registered on new observations.
Historical dataset H and threshold σ are given. New observations represent dates out-
side the historical dataset for which registered length of stay is > σ. Using the set H ,
the procedure must objectively (mathematically) measure impact of each factor causing
higher length of stay than it is expected or desired. It is necessary to consider every new
observation independently and provide potentially different explanations for different ob-
servations although the same set H is always used.

For example, consider two observations a = (X1(a), X2(a), ..., Xn(a), LOS(a)) and
b = (X1(b), X2(b), ..., Xn(b), LOS(b)) for which LOS(a) ≥ σ and LOS(b) ≥ σ and
factors X1, X2, ..., Xn. Explanations why LOS(a) ≥ σ and LOS(b) ≥ σ hold can
be represented in the following forms a : {Xi1 : impacti1, Xi2 : impacti2, ..., Xin :
impactin} and b : {Xj1 : impactj1, Xj2 : impactj2, ..., Xjn : impactjn} where
(i1, i2, ..., in) 6= (j1, j2, ..., jn) are different permutations of the set (1, 2, ..., n). The
previous means that the most significant factor for the object a is Xi1 while the most
significant factor for the object b is Xj1.

3. A Motivating Example

In this section, an example from the case study presented in section 5, is briefly discussed.
Consider that historical dataset covers the period between January and August 2017

and let σ = 4 hours. The first two days of September 2017 are depicted on figure Fig. 1.
The task is to explain elevation in average length of stay with respect to available factors:
AMBULANCE VISITS, ED VISITS, AVG TRIAGE LEVEL, TRIAGE LEVEL 1 2 COUNT
and DIVERSION HOURS. As an example of traditional approach, the Random Forest
Regression is fitted with the historical data. Generated model ranks mentioned factors ac-
cording to their importance to length of stay as follows AVG TRIAGE LEVEL � AMBU-
LANCE VISITS� ED VISITS� TRIAGE LEVEL 1 2 COUNT �DIVERSION HOURS.
It is illustrated on figure Fig. 2. This ranking is learned from the provided dataset and all
future observations must be explained in such manner.

The procedure presented in this paper is able to estimate factors independently for
each new observation. Results are presented on figure Fig. 3. It can be seen that on
the 1st September the most important factors for length of stay elevation are ED VISITS
and TRIAGE LEVEL 1 2 COUNT, while for the 2nd September the combination AMBU-
LANCE VISITS, DIVERSION HOURS and TRIAGE LEVEL 1 2 COUNT causes higher
length of stay.
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Fig. 1. Observations that have to be explained

Fig. 2. Contributing factors ranked by Random Forest Regression

Fig. 3. Contributing factors ranked in LOSEP problem
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To achieve clear distinction between the LOSEP problem and problems of determin-
ing factors influencing patient length of stay and length of stay prediction in this para-
graph more general definition of the LOSEP problem is given. Consider that data matrix
Hm×n+1 is given. It contains historical data represented in the form of m multidimen-
sional vectors with the following dimensions: var1, var2, ..., varn, TARGET V ALUE.
Without loss of generality, we can take that the last column is target variable that should be
explained in terms of other columns representing factors of interest. Additionally, thresh-
old value σ is provided. Consider that stream of new observations Q is provided. The
task is to objectively measure impact of the defined factors on the target value eleva-
tion registered on the new observation q ∈ Q. The result can be represented in the fol-
lowing form q : {vari1 : impacti1, vari2 : impacti2, ..., varin : impactin}, where
impacti1 > impacti2 > ... > impactin and impacti1+ impacti2+ ...+ impactin = 1.
Of course, for different observations q1 6= q the explanation is generally different q1 :
{varj1 : impactj1, varj2 : impactj2, ..., varjn : impactjn}.

It is obvious that the LOSEP problem is an instance of the previous more general prob-
lem. Average length of stay, AVG LENGTH OF STAY, on a specific day in an emergency
department is TARGET VALUE and factors are ED VISITS, AMBULANCE VISITS,
AVG TRIAGE LEVEL, TRIAGE LEVEL 1 2 COUNT, DIVERSION HOUR. It can be seen
that such selection of factors mostly reflects operational aspects of an emergency depart-
ment rather than single patient characteristics. The threshold value σ is set to 4 hours.
Patient length of stay expressed in hours and averaged on daily basis for each day from
the future period forms the streamQ. The task is to estimate impact of each factor on days
q ∈ Q where AV G LENGTH OF STAY (q) > 4 and indicate the most important as-
pect that causes elevation in length of stay.

Also, the LOSEP problem is different from the outlier analysis. The new observations
introduced in the above example may or may not be outliers. Instead of finding outlier ob-
jects in a dataset, the LOSEP problem consists of finding the factors best explaining why
length of stay for the new observation that is not present in the given dataset, is higher than
σ. Additionally, in the LOSEP problem it is necessary to introduce the function eligible
to objectively measure the impact of the factors on the length of stay value registered on
a new observation.

4. Explanation of New Observations

Historical dataset in the LOSEP problem contains data over specific past period of time.
The historical datasetH can be considered as a collection of records or data objects. Each
object consists of fixed set of variables. So, objects from the historical dataset can be
thought of as vectors (points) of the following form (factor1, factor2, ..., factorn, LOS)
in a multidimensional space, where each dimension corresponds to exactly one factor. In
addition, the last dimension corresponds to the average patient length of stay on a specific
day.

In other words, dataset H can be interpreted as m× n+ 1 matrix, where there are m
rows, one for each object, and n+ 1 columns, one for each dimension.

Granularity of historical dataset considered in the case study from the fifth section is
on a day level. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, factori(o) is a result of some aggregate func-
tion (sum, average, count) of variable factori registered on every patient processed on a
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specific day that is represented with o. Accordingly, for each record o ∈ H , LOS(o) is
average patient length of stay on a specific day that is represented with o. To emphasize
this situation, in the rest of this section LOS is replaced with AVG LENGTH OF STAY.

The historical dataset is partitioned on two parts based on AVG LENGTH OF STAY
dimension and user defined threshold σ. The value for σ can be a combination of look-
ing at historical data and a benchmark leadership wants to hit. Objects o ∈ H for which
AV G LENGTH OF STAY (o) < σ holds, are part of a good partition. Objects be-
longing to the good partition are referred to as good objects. The other partition contains
objects o ∈ H for which AV G LENGTH OF STAY (o) ≥ σ is true.

More precisely, good partition HGP is a subset of the given historical dataset H that
is determined by the threshold σ as follows:

HGP = {o|o ∈ H ∧AV G LENGTH OF STAY (o) < σ}. (1)

The LOSEP problem consists of providing explanation of a new observation. New
observations belong to the same multidimensional space as the objects from the set H ,
but they are not known in advance. Actually, new observations represent future obser-
vations, dates outside the H , for which AVG LENGTH OF STAY is ≥ σ. Explanation
of an observation q consists of objective measurement of the factors’ impact on the av-
erage length of stay elevation and can be represented in the following form q : {factori1 :
impacti1, factori2 : impacti2, ..., factorin : impactin}, where impacti1 > impacti2 >
... > impactin and impacti1 + impacti2 + ... + impactin = 1 hold. It means that the
greatest impact on the value AV G LENGTH OF STAY (q) ≥ σ has factori1 fol-
lowed by factori2 and the smallest importance is estimated for factorin. Here
(i1, i2, ..., in) is a permutation of the set {1, 2, ..., n}.

The new observation is explained with respect to the appropriate neighbourhood. The
neighbourhood is determined among available good objects from HGP . Two procedures,
namely nearest neighbour based method and clustering method are considered.

Nearest neighbour method finds k closest good objects to the given observation q =
(factor1(q), factor2(q), ..., factorn(q), AV G LENGTH OF STAY (q)). The num-
ber of good objects constituting the neighbourhood is a user defined constant. Standard
Euclidean distance is used to determine distance between objects.

When k-neighbourhood of the new observation q is determined, the algorithm calcu-
lates its centroid. The centroid cq is the mean of all objects in the k-neighbourhood. Notice
that all neighbouring objects are good objects.

The impact for every factor is estimated based on the formula for calculating the
sum of squared errors (SSE). SSE is usually used as an objective function to estimate
the quality of clustering. The SSE takes the sum of the squared distances between every
object and the closest centroid. Set of clusters with the smallest SSE is considered as the
best clustering solution.

Consider that k-neighbourhood of the new observation q constitutes the neighbouring
cluster Cq, |Cq| = k. The SSE of the Cq is given by the following formula:

SSE =
∑
x∈Cq

dist2(cq, x). (2)
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If the observation q is added to the cluster Cq , SSE of the cluster is increased by the
amount dist2(cq, q). As it is mentioned earlier, dist is a standard Euclidean distance, so
impact of ith factor can be estimated by the formula:

impact(factori) = (cq[factori]− q[factori])2/dist2(cq, q). (3)

The algorithm based on the nearest neighbour approach is presented in the following
listing. The algorithm is implemented in Python3 using sklearn library.

procedure kNN_impact_estimation(X, q, k)
{X is representing good objects}
{q is the new observation}
{k is the user defined size of the new observation neighbourhood}
begin

{available good objects are fitted to the NearestNeighbors class}
nnbrs = NearestNeighbors(n_neighbors=k)
nnbrs.fit(X)

{cluster and centroid of the new observation neighbourhood}
Cq = nnbrs.kneighbors(q)

cq = 1
k

∑
x∈Cq

x

{impact[i] is impact of the factori}
{q = (factor1, factor2, ..., factorn)}
impact = []
for i in range(0, dim(q)):

impact[i] = (cq [i]− q[i])2/dist2(cq , q)

return impact

With the clustering method neighbourhood of a new observation is determined by
clustering of all good objects and determining the closest centroid. Theoretically, clusters
can be created with any clustering algorithm, but exhaustive experiments that were part
of the case study presented in the next chapter indicated that the best choice is Affin-
ity propagation method. Partition-based methods usually require specifying number of
clusters in advance, which was impossible to properly estimate in the available dataset.
Density based methods during model building declare significant number of good objects
as outliers. Consequently, such objects are eliminated from factor estimation that was
unacceptable, bearing in mind that the number of good objects is generally limited.

When clusters are created the algorithm determines the closest centroid to the obser-
vation q. Let Cq be the cluster with the centroid cq that is closest to the new observation
q. Adding the q to the cluster Cq increases SSE of the cluster by the amount dist2(cq, q),
where dist is a standard Euclidean distance. As before, the impact of ith factor can be
estimated by the formula (3).

The algorithm based on clustering approach is presented in the following listing. The
algorithm is implemented in Python3 using sklearn library.

procedure clustering_impact_estimation(X, q)
{X is representing good objects}
{q is the new observation}
begin

{available good objects are fitted to the Affinity Propagation class}
clustering = AffinityPropagation(X)
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{determine the closest centroid}
cq = minc∈clustering.cluster centres dist(c, q)

{impact[i] is impact of the factori}
{q = (factor1, factor2, ..., factorn)}
impact = []
for i in range(0, dim(q)):

impact[i] = (cq [i]− q[i])2/dist2(cq , q)

return impact

Nearest neighbour based method and clustering method are not equivalent and in gen-
eral generate different results as it will be experimentally confirmed (section 5.2). The
main difference is due to determining different neighbouring cluster of a new observation.
Nearest neighbour based method simply selects the closest k good objects from historical
dataset. Notice that these objects can be very diverse from each other. On the other hand,
clustering method uses clustering as pre-processing step to create clusters of good objects.
After that, factor ranking for a new observation is estimated considered good objects from
only one cluster, the cluster that is the closest to that observation.

5. Case study - Emergency Department

In this section real life problem, length of stay explanation in an emergency department,
is presented and usability of discussed algorithms is demonstrated.

5.1. Modelling the data

The raw data was exported by the author directly from information system of one hospital
acquisition and management company. Specific data preprocessing procedures were nec-
essary to be designed and implemented on the raw data to obtain historical dataset H of
the form introduced in the previous section.

Eventually, the historical dataset is represented as data matrix that contains columns:
ED VISITS - total emergency department visits, AMBULANCE VISITS - number of pa-
tients brought in by ambulance, AVG TRIAGE LEVEL - average triage level of all patients
on specific day, TRIAGE LEVEL 1 2 COUNT - number of patients with triage level 1 or
2 on specific day, and DIVERSION HOURS - diversion hours number on specific day.
Granularity of the historical dataset is on a day level.

The previous columns represent factors under consideration. The factors considered
in this case study are suggested by domain expert.

In addition, there are three more columns: AVG LENGTH OF STAY, representing av-
erage length of stay in hours in emergency department on a specific day, DATE, repre-
senting calendar date, and FACILITY, representing hospital name. Notice that DATE and
FACILITY constitute primary key.

To conclude, every record from the historical dataset Hm×n is multidimensional vec-
tor of the following form (DATE, FACILITY, LENGTH OF STAY, ED VISITS, AMBU-
LANCE VISITS, AVG TRIAGE LEVEL, TRIAGE LEVEL 1 2 COUNT,
DIVERSION HOURS). It means that n = 8. Total number of records after data prepro-
cessing is m = 602646.
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The raw data was separated among several tables in relational database. All records
originated from emergency departments from four different hospitals in California. The
covered period was from January, 2013 to April 2018. All hospitals belong to the same
hospital management company, so transactional data from every emergency department
are stored together in the same database.

Source tables are: Emergency department (ED), Triage level (TL), and Diversion
(DV). Details are presented in Table 1. Types and attributes of each table are shown
in Table 2, Table 3, Table 4.

Table 1. Source datasets characteristics

Dataset name Number of records Starting date Ending date

ED 603006 2013-01-01 2018-04-14
TL 7474 2013-03-01 2018-04-12
DV 541936 2013-01-01 2018-04-14

Table 2. Types and attributes of ED datasets

Attribute Type Explanation
PATIENT ACCOUNT string Unique patient account number
MRN string Medical record number of patient
ARRIVAL TIMESTAMP datetime arrival timestamp of patient into the emergency department
DISCHARGE TIMESTAMP datetime
PATIENT TREATED boolean False=Patient registered then left; True=patient was actually treated
ICU ADMIT boolean True=Patient was admitted from ED to the intensive care unit (ICU)
ADMIT boolean True=Patient was admitted to the hospital
MEDICARE ICU ADMIT boolean True=Patient was admitted from ED to the ICU and had Medicare insurance
MEDICARE TREATED boolean True=Patient had Medicare insurance and was treated
UN INSURED TREATED boolean True=Patient had no insurance and was treated
LEFT AFTER TRIAGE boolean True=Patient left after being triaged
LEFT BEFORE TRIAGE boolean True=Patient left before being triaged
LEFT WITHOUT BEING SEEN boolean True=Patient left without being seen (LWBS)
ELOPED boolean True=Patient left and being assessed by a nurse
AMA boolean True=Patient left against doctor’s orders
TRANSFER boolean True=Patient was transferred to another hospital within the same system
AN OTHER HOSPITALS boolean True=Patient was transferred to a hospital outside system
EMS boolean True=Patient brought in by ambulance
EMS ADMIT boolean True=Patient brought in by ambulance and was admitted
UN INSURED ADMIT boolean True=Uninsured patient was admitted to the hospital
TRIAGE START TS timestamp initial triage started
BED ASIGN TS timestamp bed was assigned to the patient
NURSE TS timestamp the nurse saw and triaged the patient
PHYSICIAN TS timestamp the physician has come in and done their assessment
ARRIVAL MODE string the method of arrival: walk-in, ambulance, police, etc.
PAYER CODE string initial payer code description
FACILITY NAME string

Emergency department dataset contains high level data such as medical record num-
ber, patient account, insurance type, payer code, arrival mode etc. Most importantly, ED
dataset contains all timestamps identifying starting and ending points of treatment pro-
cedure: arrival (ARRIVAL TIMESTAMP), arrival to triage (TRIAGE START TS), triage to
bed (BED ASIGN TS), bed to nurse (NURSE TS), nurse to doctor (PHYSICIAN TS), doc-
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Table 3. Types and attributes of TL datasets

Attribute Type Explanation

CPT4 CODE integer
PATIENT ACCOUNT string
ARRIVAL TIMESTAMP datetime
HOSPITAL NAME string

Table 4. Types and attributes of DV datasets

Attribute Type Explanation

HOURS OF DIVERSION integer number of hours the diversion occurred
DATE date
HOSPITAL NAME string

tor to disposition (DISCHARGE TIMESTAMP). Overall length of stay is calculated as the
difference between arrival time-stamp and departure time-stampLENGTH OF STAY =
DISCHARGE TIMESTAMP − ARRIV AL TIMESTAMP . Of course,
LENGTH OF STAY = arrivaltotriage+triagetobed+bedtonurse+nursetodoc+
doctodisposition. Also, records from ED dataset contain information if patient was treated
in ambulance, EMS = True. Based on it, number of ambulance visits per day is calcu-
lated.

To conclude, for the purpose of the analysis ED dataset is projected on a schema of
the form ED(FACILITY, ARRIVAL TIMESTAMP, DISCHARGE TIMESTAMP, EMS).

Triage level dataset, among others, contains information about CPT4 codes from
which triage level for each patient visit can be extracted. Triage level is an integer value
that describes degree of patient sickness. Value 1 for triage level means very sick. Value 5
means not sick.

To conclude, for the purpose of the analysis TL dataset is projected on a schema of
the form TL(FACILITY, ARRIVAL TIMESTAMP, TRIAGE LEVEL). The TRIAGE LEVEL
column is derived from the original CPT4 CODES column with the mapping provided in
Table 5.

Table 5. TRIAGE LEVEL mapping

CPT4 CODE TRIAGE LEVEL

99281 1
99282 2
99283 3
99284 4
99285 5
99291 1
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Diversion dataset contains records about how many hours the emergency department
had to shut down because it was full. Each record summarizes number of hours the diver-
sion occurred for every day and every hospital.

For the purpose of the analysis DV dataset is projected on a schema of the form
DV(FACILITY, DATE, HOURS OF DIVERSION).

Finally, data matrix H602646×8 with columns (DATE, FACILITY,
(AVG LENGTH OF STAY, ED VISITS, AMBULANCE VISITS, AVG TRIAGE LEVEL,
TRIAGE LEVEL 1 2 COUNT, DIVERSION HOURS) can be obtained. The aim of defin-
ing the unique schema was to enclose necessary data from the three before mentioned
datasets. To achieve the previous schema some specific transformations must be done on
the original tables.

Length of stay for one visit is calculated as the difference between arrival time-stamp
and departure time-stamp, LENGTH OF STAY =
DISCHARGE TIMESTAMP −ARRIV AL TIMESTAMP . Both time-stamps
are present in the ED dataset. Average length of stay, AVG LENGTH OF STAY, is ob-
tained by grouping records with the same date and facility name. Similarly, with grouping
by day and facility and counting
DISCHARGE TIMESTAMP − ARRIV AL TIMESTAMP <= 24 hours
ED VISITS - number of patients in ED per day and facility is found. It means that this
study takes into account patients who spent less than one day in an emergency department.
From available data (column ADMIT in ED dataset) it is possible to separate patients who
were admitted to the hospital for further treatment - INPATIENT, from those who were
only treated in emergency department - OUTPATIENT. But, in this case study only pa-
tients who spent less that 24 hours in an emergency department are covered, regardless of
their admission to the hospital for further treatment (INPATIENT or OUTPATIENT).

Finally, by counting COUNTIF (EMS = True) the number of ambulance visits
per day is obtained.

The previous can be concisely expressed with the following pseudo SQL query:

SELECT date part(ARRIVAL TIMESTAMP)

, FACILITY

, COUNT(DISCHARGE TIMESTAMP - ARRIVAL TIMESTAMP <= 24 hours)

AS ED VISITS

, COUNTIF(EMS = True) AS AMBULANCE VISITS

, AVG(DISCHARGE TIMESTAMP - ARRIVAL TIMESTAMP) AS AVG LENGTH OF STAY

FROM ED

GROUP BY date part(ARRIVAL TIMESTAMP), FACILITY

In the previous query date part stands for a function that can extract date part from
ARRIVAL TIMESTAMP time-stamp. In that way roll-up is performed by climbing up to
the day level in the time dimension.

From the TL dataset AVG TRIAGE LEVEL and TRIAGE LEVEL 1 2 COUNT are
calculated with the following pseudo SQL query:
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SELECT date part(ARRIVAL TIMESTAMP)

, FACILITY

, AVG(TRIAGE LEVEL) AS AVG TRIAGE LEVEL

, COUNTIF(TRIAGE LEVEL in (1, 2)) AS TRIAGE LEVEL 1 2 COUNT

FROM TL

GROUP BY date part(ARRIVAL TIMESTAMP), FACILITY

On the DV dataset the following pseudo SQL query is run:

SELECT DATE

, FACILITY

, SUM(HOURS OF DIVERSION) AS DIVERSION HOURS

FROM TL

GROUP BY DATE, FACILITY

At the end, the data matrix H602646×8 is generated by calculating natural join on the
results of the previous three SQL queries.

5.2. Factor impact estimation

In the following experiments historical dataset H is filtered to contain records between
January and August 2017, about 115K objects. The set Q contains observations between
September and December 2017 for which AVG LENGTH OF STAY is≥ σ. The threshold
is set to σ = 4 hours. For this case study the value for σ was suggested by domain expert.
In general, σ is a combination of looking at historical data and a benchmark leadership
wants to hit.

Two methods for new observation explanation presented in the fourth section were
applied. Because of the lack of space, in this section results of explaining only subset of
Q is reported. The subset Qexp ⊂ Q contains the top 5 observations having the highest
values for patient length of stay, 5 objects with the smallest patient length of stay that is
> σ and 5 objects around the median value of the objects from Q.

The results obtained from the method kNN impact estimation are presented in
figures Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6. The new observation is identified with date that is shown as
chart title. It can be seen that the method is able to clearly identify the most significant
factor for every observation from the set Qexp.

The results obtained from the method clustering impact estimation are presented
in figures Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9. Titles of the charts are dates of the observations. It can be
seen that the method is able to clearly identify the most significant factor for every new
observation from the set Qexp.

The results from the previous experiments indicate that the
clustering impact estimation provides clearer distinction between the most significant
factor and the others. For example, the difference between the impacts of the most signifi-
cant factor and the following factor is in average 0.43 for clustering impact estimation.
The method kNN impact estimation achieves 0.38 as the average difference between
impact of the two most important factors.

Execution time of the proposed methods is measured on machine with Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-55000U CPU at 2.40GHz and 8GG of RAM memory. The
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Fig. 4. The method kNN impact estimation for the top 5 new observations

Fig. 5. The method kNN impact estimation for 5 objects around the median
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Fig. 6. The method kNN impact estimation for the smallest 5 new observations

Fig. 7. The method clustering impact estimation for the top 5 new observations
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Fig. 8. The method clustering impact estimation for 5 objects around the median

Fig. 9. The method clustering impact estimation for the smallest 5 new observations
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clustering impact estimation requires 2.0005 seconds comparing to 6.8509 seconds
that are necessary for kNN impact estimation to finish.

Numerical and objective estimation of factors’ impact allows user to determine major
factors to specific anomaly (elevation in length of stay) and to express how much in %
of total elevation this factor is contributing to the problem. For example, consider the
observation representing 8th September from the figure Fig. 9. It can be seen that the
most important contributing factor in this case is ED VISITS contributing more than 70%
to length of stay elevation registered on 8th September. Similarly, explanations for all
other cases can be generated.

Length of stay is especially important parameter because it can be interpreted as ef-
ficiency. The results of such analysis should assist leaders of hospitals and its staff in
understanding the ”story” or ”narrative” of their organization.

6. Conclusions

In this paper length of stay explanation problem - LOSEP is introduced. The problem
consists of estimating impact of available factors on length of stay values that are higher
than the threshold σ. Historical dataset is given. Objects from the historical dataset repre-
senting cases when registered length of stay is≤ σ are referred to as good objects. The set
of good objects can be considered as the knowledge database for the proposed methods.
Observations of interest are new observations, possibly coming from a stream, for which
length of stay is higher than σ. The system is queried to provide explanation about length
of stay elevation on a new observation in a form of estimated importance of each factor.

The paper presents two methods: kNN impact explanation and
clustering impact explanation. In both approaches a new observation o is explained
based on its neighbourhood.

The essential difference between kNN impact explanation and
clustering impact explanation is in the process of finding the appropriate neighbour-
hood. The neighbourhood consists of good objects. In the method
kNN impact explanation the algorithm finds k-neighbourhood consisting
of the closest k good objects. The algorithm from
clustering impact estimation finds neighbourhood of the q by clustering good object
and determining the cluster with the closest centroid. Standard Euclidean distance is used
to determine the distance between objects.

When the neighbourhood of the new observation q is determined, the impact for every
factor is estimated. New observation q can be represented as
q = (factor1(q), ..., factorn(q)). The procedure for objective impact estimation of each
factor calculates increment to the SSE if the observation was added to the neighbouring
cluster and distributes the increment value among factors proportionally.

Also, results of the case study in which proposed methods were applied on length
of stay explanation in an emergency room are discussed. The historical dataset con-
tains above 600K data objects. The following factors are considered: ED VISITS - total
emergency department visits, AMBULANCE VISITS - number of patients brought in by
ambulance, AVG TRIAGE LEVEL - average triage level of all patients on specific day,
TRIAGE LEVEL 1 2 COUNT - number of patients with triage level 1 or 2 on specific
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day, and DIVERSION HOURS - diversion hours number on specific day. Granularity of
the historical dataset is on a day level.

Results of the analysis show that proposed methods are capable to recognize the most
important factor and additionally to express how much in % of total elevation every factor
is contributing to the specific observation.

Experiments show that the proposed two methods are not equivalent. In general, they
assign different factors’ impacts for the same observation. As future work, it can be inter-
esting to implement voting schema and combine these two methods. Additionally, these
methods potentially can be extended towards expert system that will be able to inde-
pendently construct narrative explanation of the problem and propose possible actions
regarding the situation.
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